Welcome to Air Capsule Bluetooth Speaker

**Technology**: Supports the latest Bluetooth 3.0 version, and supports (compatible with) all Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones, PDAs, PCs and other equipments.

**Quality performance**: Bluetooth version: V3.0 (and compatible with V2.0, V2.1, V4.0)
- Operating distance: 10 m (30 feet),
- Band: 2.4GHz

**Product Structure Diagram**
Pairing the Air Capsule to your device:

1. Ensure the speaker is ON.

2. Hold the multifunction button for about 6 seconds until the LED light flashes red and blue.

3. Refer to the User manual of your phone/device to turn on the Bluetooth function and search for Bluetooth speaker (BSK23).
   Typically, setting steps involve entering the settings, connection, or Bluetooth menu on the mobile phone, then select the found Bluetooth device option.

4. The phone will find the Bluetooth speaker (BSK23), and ask if you are ready with the pairing, press the OK or Confirm to pairing.

5. Enter password or PIN No.: 0000, and press YES or Confirm.

(Remarks: After successful connection, the blue LED of Air Capsule will flash once every 5 seconds. If the pairing has failed, the LED will still flash red and blue you will need re-pair)

Basic Operations (Some phones may not support all the option below)

1. Turn on: Switch the button to the ON position, the blue LED blink with an indication tone.

2. Turn off: Switch the button to the OFF position, the red LED blink with an indication tone.

3. Pairing: Please see Pairing the Air Capsule to your device section

4. Connection: Connect your phone to the Bluetooth speaker after pairing is successful.

5. Answer a call: Short press the multifunction button to answer an incoming call.

6. Hang up a call: When the call is connected successfully, short press the multifunction button to hang up, the indication tone will confirm the call has ended.

7. Reject a call: Hold the multifunction button for 3 seconds to reject call, you will hear an indication tone.

8. Redial last number: In the standby mode, long press multi-function button will redial the last outgoing number.

9. Voice dial: In the standby mode, short press the multifunction button to make voice call. (Need the support of the mobile phone Bluetooth)

10. Voice transfer: During a call, hold the multifunction button for 3 seconds until you hear a tone, then the voice begin to be transferred from the Bluetooth speaker to your phone, the same operation can transfer the sound from your phone to a Bluetooth speaker.

Dial by voice

If the voice recognition function on your device is turned on, you can use the Air Capsule to make a hands free call.
1. Press the multifunction button once, you will hear a tone to indicate the voice function is activated.
2. Say the name of the person you wish to call.
   (Remarks: Speaker’s voice call function is determined by the cell phone)

**Battery charging and low-voltage alert**

When charging the Air Capsule a red LED light will appear, once the Air Capsule if fully charged the LED light will turn off. Standard charge time takes 2-3 hours to fully charge.

When the Air Capsule battery runs low a red LED light will automatically start flashing, and the Air Capsule will release a alert tone every 30 seconds

**Remarks**

1. Pairing mode will last 3 minutes. Only one device at a time can connect to the Air Capsule.
2. Re-connecting automatically (includes two cases)
   a. If the Bluetooth speaker turned off, it will re-connect to the pre-set Bluetooth speaker automatically once turned on manually.
   b. When the Air Capsule exceeds the effective range (10 M or 30 feet) it will disconnect, once the Air Capsule is back in effective range (10 M or 30 feet) it will re-connect within 10 minutes.
3. Support Bluetooth2.1, (Do not need to enter the pairing code manually if test with Bluetooth2.1 dongle)

**About battery**

The Bluetooth speaker is powered by a rechargeable battery, new battery achieve the best performance only after two or three complete charge and discharge cycles. The battery can be charged and discharged hundreds of times, but it will eventually wear. When not charging, disconnect it with Bluetooth speaker. Do not leave a fully charged battery connected to a charging circuit since overcharging may shorten battery life. If a fully charged battery is left unused, the battery itself will be discharged after a period of time. If place the battery in hot or cold places, such as a closed car in summer or winter, will reduce the battery capacity and lifetime. Battery temperature should be maintained at between 15 and 25 centigrade. Bluetooth speaker battery too hot or cold may make it not work temporarily, even if the battery is fully charged. Battery performance is particularly limited in temperatures well below freezing. Do not dispose of batteries in a fire in order to avoid battery explosion. Impaired batteries may also explode.

**Warranty**

TekNmotion warrants that this product, if properly used and installed, will be free from defects in original materials, including original parts, workmanship and manufacturing for a period of 1 Year (12) months from the date of original purchase in the U.S. and Canada. If this TekNmotion product fails during the warranty for reasons covered by this Limited Warranty, TekNmotion at its discretion, will:

- Repair the unit.
- Provide a replacement.
Refund the then-current value of the product as determined by TekNmotion. This Limited Warranty is for purchasers in the US and CANADA only. This Limited Warranty does not cover damages due to external causes, including accident, electrical power problems, usage not in accordance with the product instructions, misuse, neglect, alteration, repair, or improper installation. To make a claim, write TekNmotion at the address below or send an email to support@teknmotion.com.

Please include the following information:
1. Your name, address and phone number.
2. Purchase date and location.
3. Product serial #, model #and/or part #.
4. A brief description explaining the problem.

TekNmotion
Attn: Customer Service Dept
26801 Vista Terrace
Lake Forest, CA 92630

Upon review, TekNmotion will determine warranty status. If repair or a replacement unit is necessary, TekNmotion will issue a Return Merchandise Authorization Number, (RMA#), and forward this to you along with a Warranty Claim Form. Please complete form in its entirety including your RMA# at the top of form. Return the form, the unit and a copy of the original sales receipt, shipping prepaid by you to the address above. The repaired or replaced product is warranted under this written warranty and is subject to the same limitations and exclusions for the remainder of the original warranty period.

TEKNMOTION DOES NOT ASSUME ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGES UNDER THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS, WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY EXTENDS TO YOU AND CANNOT BE TRANSFERRED OR ASSIGNED. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES THAT MAY EXIST UNDER STATE LAW, APPLY ONLY TO THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER OF THE PRODUCT AND LAST ONLY FOR AS LONG AS SUCH PURCHASER CONTINUES TO OWN THE PRODUCT.